
Charlie Pesti Increases Bespoke Logistics and
Supply Chain Media & PR Offerings with
Addition of Hariesh Manaadiar

Manaadiar brings Charlie Pesti clientele opportunities for data
analysis, market insights, high level engagements, workshops &
trainings and a strong presence in the APAC & MENA regions.

NEWS RELEASE BY CHARLIE PESTI

Logistics and Supply Chain Media & PR Company Charlie Pesti has announced the

addition of Hariesh Manaadiar as Director, Market & Data Intelligence. Manaadiar joined

the company effective October 1 and will be actively executing the company’s vision of

becoming the world's best publicist of logistics and supply chain technologies.

“We have had a strong and long-standing relationship with Hariesh through Shipping

and Freight Resource (SFR) and are very excited about what this partnership will bring.

Through the collaboration, we will continue to regularly bring our clients in front of

thousands of decision makers, creating millions of dollars worth of business, while

receiving invaluable insights from the ever growing and highly engaged SFR community.

As owner of our data and market intelligence efforts, Hariesh will be working closely

with customers to turn their operational data into market intelligence and actionable

insights that can be presented to industry and mainstream media on a regular basis.

We will also be expanding into market reports and research to continue providing

stakeholders with crucial data sets essential for their business operations,” said Charlie

Pesti, Founder and Executive Director at CHARLIE PESTI.

Hariesh Manaadiar, brings with him 3 decades of experience in global shipping, maritime,

logistics, freight, and supply chain management.

He holds a Masters in Shipping & Logistics, a Diploma in Journalism and is a Fellow of the

Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers and a Fellow of The Chartered Institute of Logistics

and Transport.

Hariesh has been educating Joe Public globally on the various requirements and

vagaries of the industry since 2008 through his hugely popular Shipping and Freight

Resource. The site is popular for its educational content, Executive Insights, and Product

Reviews.

Hariesh is a regular speaker at container seminars and has engaged with entities such as

the FMC on matters relating to critical issues such as demurrage and detention and port
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congestion.

“I have always been passionate about assisting customers in the logistics and supply

chain space with their pain points and aiding them in their efforts to find innovative

solutions.

CHARLIE PESTI was a good fit for me to pursue this passion based on their involvement

and experience in working with LogTech companies.

Working with start-ups, unicorns and scale-ups, CHARLIE PESTI has tripled their revenue

and quadrupled profit in the past year alone. I am definitely excited to be part of this

growing team and add my expertise to the business,” adds Hariesh Manaadiar.

CHARLIE PESTI covers the supply chain and logistics markets in the geographies of US,

EU, APAC & South Africa.

 

About CHARLIE PESTI

 

Charlie Pesti is focused on and obsessed with being the world's best publicist of logistics

technologies. They bring their clients to decision-makers, who are eager to engage with

them, pay them, and talk about them. The Charlie Pesti team is expert in content creation,

industry and mainstream media relations, lead generation, and conferences. Learn more

at — www.pesti.io
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